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Representations for the free rectangular band of inverse semigroups on a set and the free 
perfect rectangular band of inverse monoids on a set as quotients of suitable free unary semi- 
groups are provided. It is shown that every rectangular band of inverse semigroups may be 
embedded in a perfect rectangular band of inverse monoids and that the free rectangular band 
of inverse semigroups on a set Xmay be embedded ina natural way in the free perfect rectangular 
band of inverse monoids on X. A modified version of Rasin's representation f the free com- 
pletely simple semigroup on a set is discussed. 
1. Introduction: an embedding 
We refer the reader to Clifford and Preston [2] for standard results and termino- 
logy of semigroup theory and to Petrich [11] for inverse semigroup theory. We call 
a semigroup S a rectangular band I×A of inverse semigroups Si, x ( ie I ,  2 eA)  and 
write S= [Si, a : ( i ,2 )e lxA]  if S is the disjoint union of the inverse subsemigroups 
Si,~ and if Si,~Sj, uCS~u for all i, j e I  and 2,#eA. We call such an S a perfect 
rectangular band of the inverse semigroups Si, a (an 'elementary' rectangular band 
of the Si, a in the original terminology of Pastijn [6]) if in addition Si,~Sj, u= Si, u for 
all i, j e I and 2,/1 ~A. If each Si, x is an inverse monoid with identity ei, ~, then we 
call S a (perfect) rectangular band of inverse monoids and write S = [Si, a;ei, ~ : (i, 2) 
I×A].  Parts of the following lemma were pointed out to the author by Dr. F. 
Pastijn: most of the lemma is implicit in Pastijn's monograph [6] and may readily 
be deduced from Theorems 3.9 and 4.1 of [6] and his definition of an elementary 
rectangular band of inverse semigroups. 
Lemma 1.1. The following conditions on a rectangular band S = [Si,~;ei, a'(i, 2) 
I xA]  o f  inverse monoids Si, a are equivalent: 
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(a) S is a perfect rectangular band o f  the inverse monoids Si, a. 
(b) etaej,~=ei, a and ei, aei, u=ei, u for  all i, j e I  and A, l zeA.  
(c) The identities {ei, a : ( i ,A )~IxA} o f  the monoids S~a generate a completely 
simple subsemigroup o f  S. 
(d) ei, aa=a for  each a~Si, u, ie I  and 2,1zeA (that is, each ei,~ acts as a left 
identity for  Si, u) and bej, a = b for  all b ~ Si, a, i, j ~ 1 and 2 cA  (that is, each ej, a acts 
as a right identity for  S4a). 
A great deal of information about the structure of (perfect) rectangular bands of 
inverse semigroups and monoids may be found in the papers of Pastijn [6] and 
Pastijn and Petrich [7], [8] to which we refer the reader for further notation and 
results. We consider ectangular bands of inverse semigroups as a class of algebras 
of type (2, 1 ). The binary operation is the multiplication and the unary operation 
is the operation a- ,a -  1 where  a -  1 denotes the inverse of a in the inverse semigroup 
$4~ to which a belongs. The class of rectangular bands of inverse semigroups does 
not form a variety since it is not closed under taking homomorphic images (an 
example is provided in Pastijn [6], example 2.3). However, regarded as a class of 
algebras of type (2, 1 ) this class is easily seen to be closed under taking subalgebras 
and direct products o this class has free objects (see for example, Gr/itzer [4, § 25]): 
the class is a quasivariety; that is, it is determined by a set of implications. A
defining set of implications for this class is provided by Pastijn and Petrich [8]. If 
S = [S/,a; e~a:(i, 2)e I xA]  is a rectangular band of inverse monoids and a e S, then 
we denote by a ° the identity ei, a of the monoid Si, a to which a belongs. If we con- 
sider the operation a~a ° as an additional unary operation then we may regard 
(perfect) rectangular bands of inverse monoids as a class of algebras of type 
(2, 1, 1 ). One may show that, considered in this way, the class of perfect rectangular 
bands of inverse monoids forms a variety of algebras of type (2, 1, 1 ), so this class 
has free objects. Of course a homomorphism in this variety is a mapping which is 
required to preserve the binary operation and both unary operations: we shall 
emphasize this point by refering to such a homomorphism as a perfect homo- 
morphism, to distinguish it from a semigroup homomorphism or a unary homo- 
morphism which preserves only the multiplication and the a~a-1  operation. This 
paper constitutes the first part of a trilogy of papers in which we provide a de- 
scription of and a model for the free perfect rectangular band of inverse monoids 
on a set and the free rectangular band of inverse semigroups on a set, thus solving 
a problem posed by Pastijn in the introduction to his monograph [6]. 
We first isolate one small fact about rectangular bands of inverse semigroups 
which will be used frequently in this work. 
Lemma 1.2. Let S = [Si, ~ : (i, A) ~ I x A ] be a rectangular band o f  inverse semigroups 
and let e = e 2 be a f ixed idempotent o f  S. Then the subsemigroup 
ogr(e) = {f~ S I I f=f  z and f=ef}  
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is a right normal band (i. e. fgh = ~ for  all f g, h ~ ogr(e)) and the subsemigroup 
o91(e) = { f~ S[If=f z and f=fe}  
is a left normal band (i.e. fgh =fhg for  all f, g, h ~ oJ(e)). 
Proof. Since every rectangular band of inverse semigroups i in particular a straight 
locally inverse semigroup (Pastijn and Petrich [7]) the result follows immediately 
from an observation in the beginning of section 2 of their paper [7]. It is also easy 
to check directly. 
For perfect rectangular bands of inverse monoids there is a very convenient 
formula for computing the inverse of a product. 
Lemma 1.3. For elements al, a2, ..., an in the perfect rectangular band of  inverse 
monoids S= [Si,2, el, a; (i, 2) 6 IxA] ,  we have 
(ala2 an ) l=(ala,)Oa~l(a,a,_ 1 o -1 "'" - ) an-1"" (azal)°a~ - l(ala,)°. (1) 
Proof. We first deal with the case n =2. Let b = (ala2)°a2 l(azal)°a{ l(ala2) °. Then 
al azbal a2 = a 1 a2(al az)°a2 l(aza l)0a 1 l(a 1 az)°al a 2 
= a la2a2 l(a2al)°a{ la la 2 
Now a2af 1 and (a2al) ° are idempotents of S and, if a2a 21 ~ Si,,t, then we must have 
a2al ~Si, u for some/z~A and so (a2al)°~Si, u. The idempotents a2af I and (a2al) °
are thus both in o)r(a2al) 0 (by Lemma 1.1(d)) and so by Lemma 1.2, azafl(a2am) ° 
is also an idempotent of S and by Lemma 1.1(d) we have a2a 2 l(a2al)°6 oot(a°). 
Now we can write 
al azbal a2 = al (a[ la x )[aza2 1 (a2al)°](al al)a2 
and we have a~lal, aza21(a2am) °, a?lal ~oJ(a°), so by Lemma 1.2, 
a{- la I [azaf m(a2al )°](al lal ) = (al  lal )(al lal)[azaf l(a2al )0], 
SO 
al a2bal a2 = al (al lal)(ai- lal )a2a2 l(a2al )°a2 
= al a2a2 l(azax)°a2 
=alazazla2 by Lemma 1.1(d) 
"- ala2" 
Next, note that 
bal azb = (al a2)°a2 - l(azal)°ai- l(al az)°al az(al a2)°a2 - l(azal )°ai- l(al a2) ° 
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= (ala2)°a~ l[(a2al)°(al alj](a2a~ l)(a2al)°al (al a2)°. 
By the same sort of argument hat was just made we see that (a2al)°a? la I is an 
idempotent in ogr(a°). Since we also have a2a~ 1, (a2al)°ecor(a°2) we obtain from 
Lemma 1.2 that 
bala2b = (al a2)°a~ l(a2a~ l )[(a2al)°(al l al)](a2al)°a? l(ala2)° 
=(ala2)°a~l(a2al)°a~lala~l(ala2) ° by Lemma 1.1(d) 
= (a I aE)°a~ - l(a2al)°a ~ l(a 1a2) 0 = b. 
Hence b is an inverse of ala 2. But, if a le  $4~ and a 2 • Sj,#, then both b and ala 2 are 
in S/,#, so b =(ala2)-1. This establishes (1) in the case n =2. 
We then proceed by a simple induction argument. Assume (1) is true for all k< n. 
Then 
(a  I a2. ."  an ) - 1 = ( (a l  a2. ."  an_  1)an) -  1 
= (ala2"" an_ lan)°ag l(anala2""an-l)°(ala2""an- 1)- l(ala2""an-1an) ° 
= (al an) °a~ l(anan_ 1) °(al a2.'.an _2an- 1) - l(alan) °
0 -1 .. = (alan)°ag l(anan- 1)°(alan-1)°an l- 1(an-1an-2) an-2" 
(a2al)°al (ala n_ l)°(alan) 0 
0 -1 0 - l  =(alan) an (anan-l) an-l"'(a2al)°a?l(alan) ° by Lemma 1.1(d). 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Formula (1) is very desirable as we shall see throughout this work. In fact one can 
essentially arrange that this f6rmula is valid for all rectangular bands of inverse 
semigroups as the following embedding theorem indicates. 
Theorem 1.4. Every rectangular band of  inverse semigroups may be embedded in 
a perfect rectangular band of inverse monoids. 
Proof. Since from Pastijn and Petrich [7, Theorem 12] we know that every rectan- 
gular band of inverse semigroups may be embedded in a perfect rectangular band 
of inverse semigroups, it suffices to show that every perfect rectangular band of 
inverse semigroups may be embedded in a perfect rectangular band of inverse 
monoids. So let S = IS/, ~:(i, 2)E Ix  A] be a perfect rectangular band of inverse semi- 
groups. From Pastijn and Petrich [7, Theorem 13] we know that S ---- ~¢( T; /, A, P), 
a Rees matrix semigroup over an inverse semigroup T with entries in P from X(T), 
the group of units of the translational hull of T. (We refer the reader to Petrich [9] 
for general background on the translational hull of a semigroup and to Pastijn and 
Petrich [7] for their definition of the semigroup dt(T; I ,A;P) (denoted by 
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J ( I , T ,A ;P )  in their paper).) Now let U=~(Z(T) ;LA ;P ) ,  the ordinary Rees 
matrix semigroup over the group Z(T) with the same sandwich matrix P as in 
j (T ;LA  ;P). Of course U is a completely simple semigroup since Z(T) is a group. 
Define a multiplication on V= SO U by 
(i, x, 2)0, y, p) = (i, xpajy, ~) (2) 
for all i, j e I ,  2 ,peA and x, ye  TUZ(T).  Note that each pajeZ(T) ,  so that if we 
think of paj as a linked pair (a, Q) consisting of a left translation a of T and a right 
translation Q of T, then by xpzj for x e T we man xQ and by pajy for y e T we mean 
aY. The fact that the multiplication (2) is well-defined and associative follows as in 
[7] from the definition of the translational hull and the fact that for all 09 = (a, Q) 
Z(T) and all x, y e T, 
(x~o)y = (xQ)y = x(ay) = x(ogy). 
Clearly S is embedded in V and almost equally clearly V is the rectangular band 
V= [Vi,~ : (i, 2) ~ I xA]  of the inverse monoids V/,~ = {(i, x, 2) :x~ TUX(T)}. The 
fact that V is perfect follows immediately by Lemma 1.1 (c) from the fact that the 
subsemigroup of V generated by the identities of the monoids Vi, a is contained in 
the completely simple semigroup U. 
2. A representation for the free perfect rectangular band of inverse monoids on a 
set 
In order to study various free objects in classes of algebras of type (2, 1) it is 
convenient to consider the free unary semigroup U(X) on a set X, that is, the free 
object on X in the variety of algebras of type (2, 1 ) (with unary operation a-,a*) 
determined by the single identity x(yz)--(xy)z. Let F be the free semigroup on 
XU {(, )*} where '(' and ')*' are two new symbols formally adjoined to X. Then 
U(X) may be thought of as the smallest subset of F with the following properties: 
x c u (x ) ,  
if u, o ~ U(X), then uv ~ U(X), 




See Clifford [1] for additional information about this semigroup. 
Let X°= {(xy)°l[ x, y e X} be a set disjoint from X and in one-one correspondence 
by the map (x,y)- '(xy) ° with the set XxX and let U(XUX °) be the free unary 
semigroup on XUX °. For each word w ~ U(XUX °) we denote by h(w) [resp. t(w)] 
the first [resp. last] variable of X which appears in the sequence of symbols from 
XU{( , ) * )o}  whose concatenation represents the word w. Thus for example 
h( (x) *) = h( ( ( (xy) °z) *) *w) = x. 
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We sometimes denote (u)* by u* for ue  U(XUX °) if no confusion can arise. By a 
congruence on a unary semigroup we, of course, mean an equivalence relation 
which is compatible with respect to both the multiplication and the unary operation. 
Let 0 be the smallest congruence on U(XUX °) containing the relations 01, 02, 
03, 04 and 05 below: 
01 = {(UU*U, U)]U E U(XU X°)}, 
02 = { ((u*)* u) u e u (xo  x °) }, 
(6) 
(7) 
03= { (uu*uo* oo*uu*)]u, o e U(XU X°),h(u) = h(o) and t(u) = t(o)} , (8) 
04 ={(u(xy)°,u)~ue U(XUX°),x, yeX ,  t(u)=y}, and (9) 
05 = { ((xy)°u, u)llu u (xu  x°), x, y e X; h(u) =x}. (10) 
We shall show that the semigroup Mx = U(XUX°)/O is isomorphic to the free 
perfect rectangular band of inverse monoids on X. 
Lemma 2.1. (i) (xy)°(xy) ° 0 (xY) ° for all x, y e X. 
(ii) ((xy)°)*0 (xy) ° for all x, yeX .  
Proof. (i) follows immediately from either (9) or (10). To check (ii) note that 
(xy)°((xy)°)*(xy)°O(xy)° by (6); but also (xy)°((xy)°)*O((xy)°)* by (10) and 
((xY)°)*(xY) ° 0 ((xY)°) * by (9), so (xy)°((xy)°)*(xy) ° 0 ((xY)°) *. Hence ((xy)°) * 0 (xY) ° 
as required. 
Lemma 2.2. The semigroup M x is a perfect rectangular band of  inverse monoids. 
Proof. For each x, y e X let 
Ix, y= {uOegxl lh(u)=x and t(u)= y}. 
(Note that if (u, u)e 0i for some i--1, ..., 5, then h(u)= h(u) and t(u)= t(u), so if 
(u, u)e 0, then h(u)= h(u) and t(u)= t(u), so the set Ix, y is well-defined.) It is clear 
that Ix, yla t c_ Ix, t for each x, y, z, t e X, so each I~y is a subsemigroup of Mx and Mx 
is the X×X rectangular band of the subsemigroups I~y. Since h(u*)=h(u) and 
t(u*) = t(u) it follows from (6) that each subsemigroup Ix, y is regular. 
Now let e 0 e2 for some e e U(XUX°). Then 
e 0 ee*eee*e by (6) 
0 e(e*(e*)*][ee*]e by (7) 
0 e[ee*][e*(e*)*]e 
by (8) since h(ee*)= h(e*e) and t(ee*)= t(e*e), 
0 eee*e*ee 0 ee*e*e. 
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Hence, if er ie  2, fO f  2, h(e)=h(f)  and t(e)=t(f), we have 
ef O ee*e*e f f * f * f  
O f f * f * fee*e*e  by (8) and (7) 
dfe, 
so idempotents commute within each I~; y and so each I~ y is an inverse semigroup. 
Clearly from (9) and (10) it follows that (xy)°O is the identity for Ix, y for each 
x, y e X. Thus &Ix is a rectangular band of the inverse monoids Ix, y. The fact that 
Mx is perfect follows immediately from (9) and (10) and Lemma 1.1(d). 
As a consequence of this we note the following result which, together with lemma 
2.1, will be used frequently in the third part of this work [5]. 
Corollary 2.3. For Ul, u2, . . . ,  Un~ U(XUX O) we have 
(ul u2"" un) * O (h(ul)t(un))°u*(h(un)t(u. - lJJX~°u.-* 1 "'" 
• .. (h(u2)t(u I ))°u~(h(ul )t(Un)) °. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 1.3 and the facts that (xy)°~ is the 
identity of I~y for each x, yeX and u*~ =(u0) -1 in M x for each ue U(XUX°).  
Theorem 2.4. Let t be the natural embedding of  XUX ° into U(XUX °) and ~ ~ 
the natural map u~uO from U(XUX °) to U(XUX°) /O=Mx . Then the pair 
(Mx, l[ X# #) is a free perfect rectangular band of  inverse monoids on X. 
Proof. Let f :  X~M be any map from the set X to the perfect rectangular band 
M= [Mi,~, ei,~" (i, 2) e I×A} of inverse monoids Mi, ~. Extend the map f :  X-~M to 
a map f -XUX°- ,M as follows: if xfeMia and yfeMju,  then define 
(xy)°f=eiu, where eiu is the identity of Miu. (13) 
Since M is a unary semigroup there exists a unique unary homomorphism 
0" U(XUX°) -~M such that lO=f,  where I 'XUX°- ,U(XUX °) is the natural 
embedding. As usual, we identify Ul with u for u~XUX °. We next show that 
It is immediate to see that for all u e U(XUX°), (u*)*¢~ = u¢~ and (uu*u)O = udp, 
SO Ol,02C_q~o~ -1. If for some u, veU(Xt3X °) we have Uq) EMi, ~ and vq~eMj, u, 
then we must have u*ck=(uck)-leMi, u: also from (13) it follows that for all 
x, yeX,  if xfeMi,~ and yf~Mju,  then (xy)°O=(xy)°f=ei, u~Mi, u. It follows, on 
writing the word u ~ U(XUX °) as a concatenation of the letters in X and the 
symbols (,)* and) °, that if (h(u))f~Mi, a and (t(u))feMj, u, then utk ~Mi, u. Hence 
if h(u)=h(o)=x, t(u)=t(v)=y, x feMi ,  ~ and yf~Mj,  u, then (uu*)ckeMi, u and 
(oo*)OeMi, u. Since (uu*)O and (ov*)tk are idempotents of the inverse semigroup 
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M/, ~, it follows that (uu*)¢(ov*)¢ = (vv*)¢(uu*)¢; i.e., (uu*ov* vv*uu*) • ¢~ o ¢ -  1 if 
h(u) = h(v) and t(u) = t(v). Hence from (8), ~ c ~ o ~-  1. Now suppose that h(u) = x 
for some word u • U(XUX°),  let y ~ X and suppose that u$ • M/,a (so that xfe  M~ 
for some yeA)  and yf•Mj,~. Then (xy)°$=ei,~, and so 
((xy)°u)¢ = ei, u(u¢) = el, u(ei,;~ (u¢))) 
= (eo, ei, a)(u¢) = e~ a(u~) 
since e~,a is the identity for M~,a 
since M is perfect 
= u~ since ei, x is the identity for M/,a. 
It follows that ((xy)°u, u) e $ o $ -  1 and so by (10), 05 c_ ~ o ~-  1. A similar argument 
shows that ~4 c_ ~ o ~-  1. Since Oi c__ $ o $ -  1 for i = 1, ..., 5 it follows that ~ c_ ~ o ~-  i. 
Hence the map g/: Mx = U(XUX°) /O~M defined by (u0)g/= u~ is well-defined 
and is the unique map from Mx to M such that 0 # g/= ~, where ~ # is the natural 
map from U(XUX °) to Mx= U(XUX°)/~. Now for each x ,y•X,  (xy)°O is the 
identity of I~y and by (13) (xy)°0g/= (xy)°q) is the identity of the submonoid M~ 
to which it belongs. It follows that g/is a perfect homomorphism from M x to M 
and is the unique such homomorphism with the property that f=  10 #g/. In parti- 
cular, g/is a perfect homomorphism from M x to M such that f= l [x0#g/ .  
Suppose now that Z:Mx~M is any well-defined perfect homomorphism from 
M x to M such that f=z lx0  #g. Now U(XUX °) is generated as a unary semigroup 
by XO X ° and (x)O #x = xf= x$ for all x • X. Furthermore, if xf•  Mi, x and y f•  Mj, 
for some X,y•X,  i , j • I  and A,/a•A, then by (13) (xy)°q)=eiu: also (xy)°O is the 
identity of I~ y and I~; yZ c_ M/u since (xY)O #Z • Mix whence ((xy)°O)Z = (xy)°0 #Z is 
the identity eiu of the monoid Mix to which it belongs; that is, (xy)°0 #Z = (xY)°q~ for 
all x, y•X .  It follows that the unary homomorphisms ~ and 0 #X agree on a set of 
generators for U(XUX °) whence ~=0#Z.  Since g/ is the unique unary homo- 
morphism from M x to M such that $ = ~ # gt it follows that g/= X. This proves the 
uniqueness of the perfect homomorphism V: Mx~M such that f=  l lx0 # V and 
completes the proof that (Mx, llxO #) is a free perfect rectangular band of inverse 
monoids. 
3. The free rectangular band of inverse semigroups on a set 
As in Section 2 we let U(X) denote the free unary semigroup on the set X. Let 
0 be the smallest congruence on U(X) containing the relations 01, 02 and 03 below: 
01 = { (uu*u, u)]u • U(X)}, (14) 
02={(u*)*u)~u• U(X)} and (15) 
03 = {(uu*oo* oo*uu*)~u, o • U(X), h(u) = h(o) and t(u) = t(o)}. (16) 
It is evident hat U(X) may be considered as a unary subsemigroup of U(XUX °) 
and that Oi = din (U(X)x U(X)) for i= 1,2, 3. Denote the unary semigroup U(X)/o 
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by Rx. We have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. Let t be the natural embedding of  X into U(X) and O ~ the natural 
map u--,uQ from U(X) to U(X)/o =Rx.  Then the pair (Rx, tO ~) is a free rectan- 
gular band of inverse semigroups on X. 
Proof. We provide just a very brief outline of the proof since it follows from a 
similar (but considerably easier) argument to that which was used to prove Theorem 
2.4. The proof that Rx is a rectangular band of inverse semigroups is almost 
identical to the proof of Lemma 2.2. To show that Rx is free, let f :  X- ,R  be any 
mapping from X to the rectangular band of inverse semigroups R. Since U(X) is 
the free unary semigroup on Xthere is a unique homomorphism 0 : U(X)-*R such 
that f=  tO. As in the proof of Theorem 2.4 one shows easily that ~ c_ 0 o 0-1, so the 
map g/:Rx = U(X) /Q~R defined by (uo)~'= u0 is well-defined and is the unique 
map from Rx to R such that Q # ~= 0. Hence g/ is the desired unique homo- 
morphism from R x to R such that f=  tO # ~. 
In accord with the embedding theorem (Theorem 1.4) and the fact that each 0i 
is the restriction of 0i to U(X) for i = 1,2, 3, one is perhaps led to speculate that the 
free rectangular band of inverse semigroups on X is embedded in a nice way in the 
free perfect rectangular band of inverse monoids on X. This is in fact the case and 
the embedding is essentially the obvious one. Note again that for each (non-empty) 
set X we have U(X) c_ U(XU X°). Let 
Rx= {uo ~ Mxllu ~ U(X)}. (17) 
Theorem 3.2. Rx is a unary subsemigroup of Mx  isomorphic to Rx.  
Proof. We shall show that the mapping O:Rx--,Rx defined by 
O:uQ--~uO for ue U(X) (18) 
is a well-defined isomorphism from Rx onto/~x. In order to do this we note first 
that by an elementary Q-transition we mean a mapping u~o for u, o ~ U(X) where 
either u = o or u =axb and v = ayb for some a, b ~ U(X) l and x, y ~ U(X) with 
(x,y)cQiUQ71 (some i= 1,2,3) or 
u = an(a n_ 1("" (a2(al x bl)*b2)*--- bn- l)*bn 
and 
o = an(an_ 1 ("" (a2 (al Y bl) *b2) *"" b,_ l)*b,, 
for some ak, bk ~ U(X) I (k = 1,..., n) and x, y ~ U(X) with (x, y) e 0iU 071 (some 
i = 1, 2 or 3). An elementary 0-transition is defined in a similar way, using elements 
a,b, ag, bgeU(XUX °) and x, yeU(XUX °) with (x,y)6Oil.J(Oi) -1 (for some 
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i= 1,2,3,4 or 5). 
Suppose now that u 0 u for some u, u e U(X). Then there is a sequence of elemen- 
tary 0-transitions 
U --  U 1 "'~U2""~U3 ''~ """ "~U n = 0 
from u to o. Since each elementary 0-transition may also be considered as an 
elementary 0-transition of U(XUX °) it follows that u 0 o in U(XUX°).  Hence the 
mapping 0 defined by (18) is well-defined. 
Next suppose that for some u, o e U(X) c_ U(XUX °) we have u0 = o0. Then there 
is a sequence 
U - -  U l '~  U2-'~U3 - *  "'" -~U n "- 0 (19) 
of elementary 0-transitions of U(XUX °) from u to u. Now since u~ U(X), it 
follows from (6), (7), (8), (9) and (10) that u2 cannot be expressed as a product of 
the form u2 = ZlZ2""Zk with all z ieX°; and since u2 cannot be expressed in this 
form neither can u3: by induction, none of the terms ui in the sequence (19) can be 
expressed as a product of the form Ui=ZlZ2...Zk with all zt e X °. Hence, if we 
denote byf(ui) the element of U(XI, gX °) obtained by deleting all terms of the form 
(xy) ° or ((xy)°) * which occur in the sequence of symbols from XL) {(, )*, )0} whose 
concatenation represents ui, then f(ui) is not empty and so f (ui)~ U(X). (For 
example, if ui = (a(xy)°b)*(xz) °, thenf(ui)= (ab)*). Suppose that for some i<n, we 
have ui=axb and ui+l=ayb for some a, be U(XtgX°) l and some x, ye  U(XUX °) 
with (x, y) ~ 0t t9 (0t)- l (some t = 1,2,  3, 4 or 5). Then 
f (u i )=f (a ) f (x ) f (b ) ,  " f (U i+ l )=f (a ) f (y ) f (b )  
and f(a), f(b) ~ U(X) 1. If (x, y) e 01U (01)- l, then either f(x) = 1 (or f(x) is empty) 
in which case (by (6 ) ) f (y )= l  or else (f(x),f(y))eOlUQ7l: in either case 
(f(ui), f(ui+ 1)) e O since f(ui), f(ui+ l) ~ U(X). Similarly, if (x, y) e 02 O (02)- 1 or 
(x, y) ~ 03 O (03 ) - l ,  then it follows that (f(ui),f(ui+l))e#. If (x, y) e 04 O (04) -I, 
then f(x)=fO') and so again we have (f(ui),f(ui+l))eO. The same argument 
applies if (x, y)~ 05 U(05)-l, so in all cases (f(ui), f(ui+ 1))e 0. A similar argument 
applies in case 
ui = am (am - 1 ("" (a2(al  x b l ) *b2)* . . ,  b m _ 1) *bin 
and 
Ui+ 1 = am(am-  1(""  (a2(a l  Y bl)*b2)*"" bin-l)*bm, 
where the ak, bk~U(XUX°)  l, x ,y~U(XUX °) and (x,y)~OtU(Ot) -l for some 
t= 1, 2, 3,4 or 5. Hence it follows that if u0 = o0 for some u, o ~ U(X), then uQ = oQ, 
so the mapping 0 defined by (19) is one-to-one. Since 0 is clearly a homomorphism 
from Rx onto Rx it follows that 0 is an isomorphism and so Rx = 1~ x as required. 
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4. The free completely simple semigroup on a set 
In this section we essentially reformulate a theorem of Rasin [12] in a form which 
we shall need in the third part of this work. A completely simple semigroup is of 
course a special rectangular band of groups so the notation and relevant results of 
Section 1 apply immediately. In particular, if S is a completely simple semigroup 
and a e S, then a-1 denotes the (group) inverse of a in H a and a ° denotes the 
identity of the group Ha. The identity (1) is, of course, well-known in this case and 
has been used by several authors (in particular by Rasin [12]). Completely simple 
semigroups form a variety of algebras of type (2, 1 > which may be defined by the 
laws 
X = XX-  lx, (xy)z = x(yz ) ,  XX-  1 : X -  IX, 
(X -  I )  - 1 = X and xx-  l = xyx(xyx)- 1 (20) 
(see Petrich [10]). It follows that free completely simple semigroups exist. A Rees 
representation for the free completely simple semigroup (FCSx) on a set X was 
provided independently b Clifford [1] and Rasin [12]. Gerhard and Petrich [3] used 
the Rees representation to provide a solution to the word problem for free com- 
pletely simple semigroups. Rasin [12] also provided a canonical form for words in 
FCSx and studied fully invariant congruences on this semigroup. 
Let r be the smallest congruence on U(X) (Xa non-empty set) such that z contains 
the relations 2.1, 2"2, 2"3 and 2"4 below: 
TI =~O 1 , 2"2=~O 2, 
r3 ={(uu*u*u) l lu~ f(X)} and 




From (20) it is routine to see that FCSx = U(X)/r  (see Clifford [1] for further 
details on this). 
We call a word w=ulu2u3.. .u,  e U(XUX °) reduced in U(Xt.JX°) if each 
ui e XtAX*tAX ° and w contains no subword of any of the following forms 
xx* or x*x (for x~X)  or (24) 
(xy)°x or (xy)°x * (for x, yeX)  or (25) 
x(yx) ° or x*(yx) ° (for x, y~X)  or (26) 
(xy)°(xz) 0 or (xy)°(zy) ° (for x, y, z e X). (27) 
If w is a reduced word in U(XOX °) and we denote by g(w) the word obtained 
from w by replacing each term of the form (xy) ° by xy(xy)*, then g(w) ~ U(X) and 
g(w) is called reduced in U(X): a word w ~ U(X) which is reduced in U(X) is reduced 
in the sense defined by Rasin [12]. From Rasin [12] we have the following result. 
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Theorem 4.1 (Rasin [12]). Let X be a non-empty set. Then each word we U(X) is 
z-equivalent to a unique word which is reduced in U(X). 
We need to reformulate Rasin's theorem in terms of the free unary semigroup 
U(XUX °) on the expanded set XUX °. Let 0. be the smallest congruence on 
U(XUX °) which contains the relations 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 below: 
0.1 "- 01,  0"2 -" 02 ,  and  (28) 
0.3 = { (uu * (h(u)t(u))°)[u ~U(XU X °) }. (29) 
We have the following version of Rasin's theorem. 
Theorem 4.2. Let X be a non-empty set, i the inclusion mapping of  XUX ° into 
U(XUX °) and a # the natural map from U(XDX °) onto U(XUX°)/a.  Then the 
pair (U(XUX°)/0., l]x a#) is a free completely simple semigroup on X and so 
U(XUX°)/0.=FCSx . Each word we U(XUX °) is 0.-related to a unique word 
which is reduced in U(XU X°). 
Proof. Part of the proof which we provide closely resembles the proof of Theorem 
2.4 so we provide just an outline of that part. We deduce the second part of the 
theorem from Rasin's Theorem 4.1. 
From (28) and (29) it follows that 
and 
u*u a u*(u*)* a (h(u)t(u)) ° a uu* 
uou(uou) * 0. (h(uou)t(uou)) ° = (h(u)t(u)) ° a uu*, 
so U(XUX°)/0. satisfies the identities (20) (with (ua) -1 replaced by u'a) ,  so 
U(XDX°) /a  is a completely simple semigroup. Let f :  X~S be any mapping from 
the set X into the completely simple semigroup S and extend f to the mapping 
f :XUX°-~S by defining 
(xy)°f =((xf)O,f)) ° for x, yeX.  (30) 
Since (U(XUX°), z) is the free unary semigroup on XUX ° and S is a unary semi- 
group there is a unique (unary) homomorphism ~ : U(XUX°)-~S such that f=  i¢. 
By an argument very similar to that used in the proof of Theorem 2.4 one shows 
that oc~o~-1 .  It follows that the map ~: U(XUX°)/o-~S defined by uo-~u~ 
for u e U(XUX °) is well-defined and hence is the unique (unary) homomorphism 
such that .~=z0.°~,. Hence f=i lx0.#~.  Now let X: U(XUX°) /o .~S be any well- 
defined (unary) homomorphism from U(XUX°) /a  to S such that l[xa #g =f. Now 
U(XUX °) is generated as a unary semigroup by XUX ° and we have that xa #X = 
xf= x¢ for each x e X, and that 
(xY) °0. #X = (xy)(xy)*0. #X (by (29)) 
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= (xa"x) (ya*x) [ (xa*x) (ya  *X) ]  - ' 
= (xf)O'f)I(xf)O'f)] - '  
= ((xf)(Yf)) °= (xY)°¢ by(30) 
for all x, y • X. Hence, since the homomorphism ¢ and a #2~ agree on a set of gene- 
rators for U(XUX °) they must coincide, so that ¢ =a#2 ,. Since ~, is the unique 
homomorphism for which ¢= a#g/ we must have 2~= ~,. This establishes that 
(U(XUX°)/a, t lxa #) is a free completely simple semigroup on X and hence 
U(XU X°)/a =- FCSx -= - U(X)/r. 
If, in the above proof we let S be the completely simple semigroup S = U(X)/r 
and f :  X~S the natural map x~xr ,  then the map f :XUX°- - ,S  is the extension of 
f to XUX ° for which (xy)°f= ((xy)r)°= ((xy)(xy)*)r, so the unary homomorphism 
¢ : U(XUX°)~S maps we U(XUX °) to wCp =g(w)r (where, as before, g(w) is the 
word obtained from w by replacing each term of the form (xy) ° by xy(xy)*). It 
follows that the map g/: U(XUX°) /a  --, U(X)/r defined by (wa)g/= g(w)r is a well- 
defined unary homomorphism from U(XUX°)/a onto U(X)/r. Now it follows 
easily from the definition of r and a that if u and o are words in U(X) c_ U(XUX °) 
which are rrrelated for some i= 1,2,3 or 4, then uao, so rc_a[u(x)C_a. Hence if 
g(u) r g(o) for some words u, o e U(XUX °) it follows that g(u)ag(o): since we 
clearly have u a g(u) and g(o) a o (since (xy) ° a xy(xy)*) it follows that u a o, so the 
map ~, is one-one and hence ~, is an isomorphism from U(XUX°) /a  onto U(X)/r. 
Notice that if w is a word which is reduced in U(XUX°), then g(w) is reduced in 
U(X), while if u is a word which is reduced in U(X) and a is the unique word in 
U(XUX °) obtained by replacing each term of the form xy(xy)* in u by (xy) °, then 
t2 is the unique reduced word in U(XUX °) for which g02)= u. Since, by Rasin's 
Theorem 4.1 each word o • U(X) is z-related to a unique word which is reduced in 
U(X) it follows that each word w • U(XUX °) is g-related to a unique word which 
is reduced in U(XUX°). 
The unique reduced word in U(XUX °) which is a-related to the word 
we U(XUX °) will be denoted by r(w): this notation will be used heavily in the 
third part of this work [5] where a model for the free rectangular band of inverse 
semigroups on a set is provided. 
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